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In conclusion, Vertovec and Wessendorf illustrate how the multicultural project of
making home a place for all seems to be reaching a critical point of growing criticism
throughout Europe. Through a comparative panorama of discourses, practices and
politics, they remain optimistic for the future of multicultural ideals, despite the usage
or not of the term. This conviction stems from the real need for accommodation of
the social and cultural diversity of modern European societies. However, optimism is
not enough. Kuntsman’s book points out how ‘home’ is not only shaped by the expression of violence towards outsiders, but also by the fear displayed by insiders that they
themselves would turn into outcasts. These fears are increased with globalization’s economic and political changes. Drawing attention to the links between insiders and outsiders, online and offline belonging and violence, but also their refiguration in time and
space, Kuntsman, by presenting the limits of representation and language, turns optimism into a project that should question the borders of humanness, and not of difference/sameness, in order to challenge them. Both books make excellent reading for all
those who want to consider in depth the ways that dominant social and cultural categories of belonging based on the distinction of difference/sameness seem to have reached
an impasse today. Moreover, they offer a good starting point for a discussion of what
might come next.

Exhibition review
Bringing the War Home
Impressions Gallery, Bradford, UK, 17 September to 14 November 2010
Reviewed by: Mark Goodall, University of Bradford, UK

It is easy to get the impression that images of war have lost their power. The proliferation
of media pictures of contemporary conflict, augmented by mobile communications and
amateur video, combined with a general mistrust of the notion of ‘documentary reality’,
have conspired against war photography. Heavily illustrated media reportage infamously
brought about the collapse of the American military project in Vietnam but now simply
is happy to ‘go along for the ride’, doing little more than manufacture a mass of ‘bore
war’ consumers (gut-wrenching pictures of modern warfare end up decorating record
sleeves). No wonder, as photographer Chris Killip argued: ’Most current photography is
devoid of content’ (Badger, 2001: 3). Critical writing on war meanwhile has reached an
extreme form where an author such as Jean Baudrillard (2002) can state that ‘the gulf
war did not exist.’ It is worth bearing in mind that humankind’s propensity for acts of
aggression has, if anything, become grotesquely amplified, a morbid continuation of
Marshall McLuhan’s assertion (almost 50 years ago) that ‘as man has advanced in civilization he has become increasingly, not less, violent and warlike’ (McLuhan, 1968: 23,
citing Montagu, 1965). Technology speeds up this hideous lust for murder and oppression.
In fact, the familiar macho adventures of war photographers (Capa, McCullin, etc.) are
not only somewhat tiresome but have arguably contributed to the creation of images
of war as a kind of hazardous endurance; an adolescent thrill–kill cult.
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Against this backdrop, how does one curate a new exhibition of images of war?
Bringing the War Home incorporates instead the viewpoints of women, non-combatants
and the perspectives of victims and the so-called ‘enemy’ (in this case, Iraqis and
Afghans). The granite-like portraits and monumental compositions manufactured by
the war photographer’s heavyweight toolkit are replaced by graffiti, detritus, digital
snaps and amateur collections, telling stories that may be small but are unforgettable
rather than bombastic and stupefying. The work on show here is made up of video,
installation, narrative invention and text. Exceptional though the cinematic work of
the monochrome male photographers was, space must be found for alternative visual
histories of global conflict.
There are of course ‘portraits’ in this exhibition. Farhad Ahrarnia’s are intriguing
tactile icons of dead American soldiers, sourced from the internet, which are printed onto
fabric before being embroidered over. Action Man type scars are sewn onto the canvas
faces. Here the caring and repairing notion of women’s role becomes angrily marked
and distorted; a work of corrupted and tragic innocence that is both violent and poignant.
Sama Alshaibi makes self-portraits where her own appearance has been altered by
scarification, branding and abrasions, while Lisa Barnard has made portraits of ‘Blue
Star Moms’ – a support group formed after the 9/11 attacks – who quietly represent
their anguish at missing their children caught up in conflict. The everyday banality of
their west-coast surroundings, as shown in Barnard’s portraits, is supplemented with a
collection of studies of ‘care packages’ – transparent plastic bags sent out to serving
troops that include items symbolizing ‘home’ and ‘the female’. This ‘war work’ of women
is recorded by Barnard in a frank yet sentimental frame of reference.
The voices of pain of both friend and foe are heard, or here rather seen, in Magnum
photographer Peter van Agtmael’s photographs of graffiti scrawled onto toilet walls by
and for American soldiers in Iraq. What is interesting about this work is the communication it affords the normally faceless and voiceless enemy and the anguish of suffering
(‘All You Need is LOVE’ transfigured into ‘All You Need is HEROIN’). The paucity
and ugliness of these pictures is compensated for somewhat by the haunting desperation
of the words. Asef Ali Mohammad has recorded the pictorial form and the sociopolitical attitudes of ordinary Afghans towards the occupation of their land by American
forces. These ‘Stories from Kabul’ present the fairly obvious case that there are winners
and losers in the occupation and further work is required to properly reveal the detail in
this relationship (this is perhaps a zone where audiovisual media can tell a better and
more nuanced story). Not that temporal works are served particularly well by the gallery
space. As always, very few film and video pieces survive the contemplative pious
atmosphere of the gallery. Certainly Adam Broomberg and Oliver Chanrian’s film The
Day Nobody Died is fascinating, telling the journey of a lightproof box containing a roll
of film that was exposed each day to a chance collection of events, but it is difficult to
absorb in the corner of a room on a small monitor. The pure, minimalist photographic
record they end up with through these exposures, on the other hand, is both beautiful and
abstract – a remnant of a pointless and idiotic conflict.
Christopher Simms has taken the phrase ‘war on terror’ and emphasized ‘terror’ as a
gruesome performance exercise. He has staged dead insurgents and maimed villagers
with horrific wounds (intestines are spilling out of a man’s stomach; another has a severed
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arm) whisking me back to the lurid Italian gore films of the 1970s (Cannibal Holocaust
and the like). This pornography of war, as evidenced by numerous internet sites devoted
to images of ‘real’ death and maiming, as well as the prevalence of ‘death scenes’ in
morning newspapers is acknowledged with dark humour: ‘Screen the JFK assassinations
enough times and people will laugh’, as JG Ballard once sardonically observed (see my
interview with him: http://www.ballardian.com/jg-ballard-on-mondo-films).
A central and largely non-photographic component of Bringing the War Home
is Edmund Clark’s ‘Letters to Omar’, a collection of correspondence sent to Omar
Deghayes, a detainee at Guantánamo Bay. There are postcards and letters from the
Yorkshire Dales, Oxford and Berlin stamped ominously with the mark of US Forces
approval. Deghayes (and indeed his captors) must have been simultaneously heartened
and bemused by the unreality of this communication. It seems that the power of this
work is that it contains real objects rescued from the conflict and reconstituted in a
new form – a technique of critical détournement that the surrealist Georges Bataille
in his Documents project, for example, made infamous.
This exhibition demonstrates that, while war and conflict may have surpassed the
gunpowder revolution, and the ‘wastelands’ created by modern strategy and the ruthless
efficiency of space-age warfare have reached a golden age of integrated spectacular
relations, the power of the photographic image still holds. War and conflict’s luminous
capacity for shock and tragedy is as necessary as ever. In the age of the ‘war game’, it
is not beyond new photographic media (removed from their role of simply illustrating
media hegemony), as some of the work in this exhibition shows, to continue to haunt
the appalling ideology of capitalist corporate-sponsored conflict.
As McLuhan (1968) also noted: ‘Every new technology necessitates a new war’
(p. 98).
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